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ABSTRACT
Ducks in the Pond: Elementary-School-Age Children’s Perceptions
of Standard American English, African American English,
and Spanish-Accented English on Scales
of Status and Solidarity
Heather Jill Johnson
Department of Linguistics, BYU
Master of Arts
The literature surrounding children’s language attitudes has blossomed in recent years,
but little is known about modern children’s attitudes toward ethnic varieties of English. In
addition, little is known about what factors may influence these attitudes. Here I investigate the
language attitudes of children in kindergarten through third grade. These children in South
Central Idaho have considerable experience with Spanish-accented English (SPE), but very little
real-world experience with African American English (AAE). White, Latinx, and biracial
participants were asked to evaluate samples of Standard American English (SAE), AAE, and
SPE in relation to each other on scales of both status and solidarity. The status measure used a
ladder task modified for children, and the solidarity task used a friendship-preference task and
asked which variety the participant thought sounded like them. On the status task, children were
more likely to rank SAE than SPE as the highest, and were more likely to rank SPE than SAE as
the lowest. Native speakers of English were more likely than English language learners (ELLs)
to rank SPE as the highest pick. Moreover, the reasons participants gave for their choices on the
status task were found to be more positive and less negative for SAE than for either AAE and
SPE. For the solidarity tasks, it was found that SAE was more likely to be chosen than both SPE
and AAE as the variety that sounded like the participant, and ELLs responded similarly to native
speakers. For the friendship-preference task, participants were more likely to choose SAE than
AAE. Participants’ race and grade level were not statistically significant factors for either the
status or solidarity tasks. These findings add to the knowledge of the current state of American
children’s language attitudes and suggest that modern children have definite attitudes and beliefs
about the different varieties, even varieties with which they have little real-world exposure.
Additionally, this research confirms previous results that children prefer native, standard
speakers to foreign-accented speakers as potential friends.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
Several studies have examined children’s attitudes towards foreign versus home accents
(e.g., Evans & Tomé Lourido, 2018; Girard et al., 2008; Kinzler et al., 2009) and local versus
nonlocal accents, or, in other words, regional variation (e.g., Beck, 2014; Dossey et al., 2020;
Girard et al., 2008; Johnson & White, 2020; Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013b; McCullough et al.,
2019). What has been less well studied are the attitudes and perceptions children have about
ethnic varieties of English—varieties that are often spoken side-by-side with Standard American
English (SAE) in the same community, but are used by speakers of different ethnicities or
language backgrounds. SAE is considered the standard not because it is intrinsically better than
other varieties but because it is the variety spoken by the dominant social group; the standard
variety is codified in books and taught in the educational system, usually at the exclusion of
ethnic minority language varieties (Garrett, 2010). Recent studies have examined children’s
ability to distinguish ethnic varieties of language. For example, AAE (African American
English)-speaking children with larger vocabularies were more aware of differences between
AAE and SAE than AAE-speaking children with smaller vocabularies, and children with fewer
AAE features in their speech were better at comprehending SAE (Edwards et al., 2014).
Racial prejudice is also well-documented in children. For example, children expect White
people to be wealthier than Black people (Mandalaywala et al., 2020), children prefer same-race
children as friends (Kinzler et al., 2009), and a recent update of the Clark and Clark doll
experiment shows that modern American children (of diverse racial backgrounds) are still more
likely to select the light-skin doll as the prettiest doll and the dark-skin doll as the bad doll
(Parsons et al., 2019). But what is less well studied is children’s attitudes toward ethnic varieties
of language that often go hand-in-hand with racial diversity. Studies attempting to measure
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young children’s attitudes about these ethnic varieties are quite old (e.g., Rosenthal, 1974;
Nesdale & Rooney, 1996) with the exception of one more recent study (Lewis, 2015). While
these older studies are informative, it is unknown whether the same attitudes persist in children
of today. The goal of the present study is to examine current children’s attitudes towards SAE,
Spanish-accented English (SPE), and AAE in terms of both status and solidarity.
Attitudes toward ethnic groups are continually evolving. New research is needed to
measure the attitudes and perceptions of today’s children. Additionally, no research has been
done in the United States comparing children’s attitudes toward multiple ethnic minority
varieties, as opposed to comparing attitudes about a single ethnic variety and the standard. While
comparing attitudes about nonstandard varieties and the standard is important, comparing
attitudes about nonstandard varieties in comparison to each other is equally valuable and could
help reveal hierarchical patterns in language attitudes. Both SPE and AAE are stigmatized
varieties of English, and both are very prevalent in the United States. In the current study, all
participants had at least some exposure to SPE, with very limited exposure to AAE, providing an
opportunity to compare a familiar nonstandard variety and an unfamiliar nonstandard variety to
SAE.
Measures of both status and solidarity were taken. Status is a measure of prestige—the
higher the status, the more economic and social power an individual is perceived as having.
Solidarity is a measure of how socially close someone feels to another person. The higher the
solidarity, the more similar and like-minded they are perceived to be (for studies that define and
use measures of status and solidarity see, for example, Brennan & Brennan, 1981; Fuertes et al.,
2012; Nesdale & Rooney, 1996). Status and solidarity are two distinct measures—someone
could be perceived as having high status but low solidarity. Or, in other words, the person is
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perceived as having social and economic power but he is not perceived as being likable or
similar to the person judging him. Both measures reveal the social perceptions people have. How
these attitudes emerge in English language learners is also an important issue.
In the current study, the following research questions will be addressed:
1. Do elementary-school-aged children perceive the status of AAE, SPE, and SAE in a
consistent, hierarchical way?
2. What factors (grade, race, and language background) influence their choices?
3. Do elementary-school-aged children perceive the solidarity of AAE, SPE, and SAE in a
consistent, hierarchical way?
4. What factors (grade, race, and language background) influenced their choices?
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CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review
Many factors influence how and when children learn to discriminate the different
varieties of the languages they speak. But, ultimately, learning to recognize variation seems to be
a developmental process. Recent literature on children’s perceptions of ethnic varieties of
English is rather scarce, but much work has been done on adults’ perceptions of ethnic varieties.
Looking at the research surrounding adults’ attitudes gives us an idea of where children’s
attitudes will presumably end up as they age. Additionally, research is plentiful on how age, race,
second language learning, and exposure to variation influence language attitudes. Methods for
measuring language attitudes are also discussed.
Children’s Attitudes toward Ethnic Varieties
Research regarding children’s attitudes towards ethnic variation is sparse and some of it
is quite dated. More recent research is needed on how present-day children in the United States
view ethnic linguistic variation. Past studies of children’s attitudes towards ethnic varieties of
English demonstrate that children may have negative attitudes towards nonstandard ethnic
varieties even at young ages. Rosenthal (1974) studied 3- to 5-year-old children and their
attitudes towards AAE and SAE. She found that both Black and White children stereotyped the
SAE speaker as being gentler, better looking, more able, and more successful than the AAE
speaker (an issue of status). But while the Black children thought that the SAE speaker talked
better and had nicer things, they didn’t like him any better or want to take the present he offered
(an issue of solidarity).
Nesdale and Rooney (1996) also looked at ethnic language variation (in Australia), but
their subjects were 10- and 12-year-olds who spoke with mild Anglo-Australian accents. The
researchers found that ratings of status and solidarity were related to the accent ethnicity (in this
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case, Anglo-Australian, Italo-Australian, or Viet-Australian) and the accent strength (strong or
mild) of the presented samples. As expected, Anglo-Australian had the highest status ratings
followed by Italo-Australian followed by Viet-Australian, and more mild accents were given a
higher status rating than strong ones (1996, p. 143). Whether or not the samples came with ethnic
labels was also an influential factor. If the accent samples were labeled ethnically, the status
rating difference between strong and mild accents disappeared. For the older children, the
contact they had with ethnic minorities also influenced their solidarity ratings (but not their status
ratings, which were low)—students who attended a multicultural school gave ethnic minority
accents higher solidarity ratings (1996, pp. 144–146).
In a more recent study of children in Miami (Lewis, 2015), children ages 8 to 13 did
perceive SAE speakers more favorably than AAE speakers, but they did not perceive AAE
negatively. This finding is rather surprising, though less so when the school environment is taken
into account. The majority of the participants in this study were AAE speakers themselves, and
the adults at the school regularly spoke both SAE and AAE. Additionally, there was an age
difference in the results that is reminiscent of Day’s (1979) findings with child speakers of
Hawaiian Creole (discussed in more detail in a later section); the younger students in Miami
(grades 3 to 5) perceived AAE more positively than the students in the middle school grades
(grade 6 to 8). The current research adds to Lewis’s findings by examining children’s attitudes in
a different region of the United States—one where there are no AAE speakers but many SPE
speakers.
Adults’ Attitudes Towards Ethnic Varieties
Although few recent studies have examined children’s attitudes towards ethnic varieties
in the United States, adults’ attitudes are more well documented, especially on the two varieties
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addressed in this study, AAE and SPE. As with the studies on children cited above, both status
and solidarity are important aspects of adult language attitudes. I will briefly give a background
on the two ethnic varieties examined in this study, and then summarize some of the findings on
adult attitudes towards these two varieties.
African American English
AAE is a one of the most well-studied vernacular varieties of American English
(Wolfram & Thomas, 2002) and has been and continues to be at the center of many political and
educational issues (e.g., Craig, 2016; T. Jones et al., 2019; King & Scott, 2014). As with any
variety of English, AAE has its own set of linguistic features that differentiate it from other
varieties (Green, 2002). AAE is a native variety of American English spoken by some Black
people in the United States. AAE is a common and linguistically influential variety in the social
landscape of the United States at large, and AAE features are appropriated by other variety
speakers on a regular basis (e.g., Álvarez-Mosquera, 2015). Though the origins and development
of the variety have been a hotly debated topic in linguistic circles (Wolfram & Thomas, 2002),
the modern society’s attitudes and beliefs about the variety have been well documented—and
AAE has historically been a highly stigmatized variety (e.g., Baugh, 2007; Martinez, 2017;
Ogbu, 1999; Rahman, 2008; Rodriguez et al., 2004). Recent high-profile court cases have again
brought AAE to the forefront of political and social debates (T. Jones et al., 2019; Rickford &
King, 2016). Because of this attention, AAE’s history of being stigmatized, and the large body of
research available, I chose this variety as one of the varieties to use in the current study. Below
some of the research concerning status and solidarity is summarized.
Status. In one verbal guise experiment, participants from all ethnic groups studied
(White, Black, Asian American, and Latinx) evaluated speech samples in a consistently
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hierarchical way: strong AAE accents were seen as less attractive and having less status than
moderate AAE accents, which in turn were rated as less attractive and having less status than
SAE accents (Rodriguez et al., 2004). Blacks themselves have been found to describe their
variety of English as “slang” or “Black English,” while describing Whites as speaking “proper”
or “correct” English (Martinez, 2017, p. 183; Ogbu, 1999, pp. 160–163).
Solidarity. Many Blacks value the way AAE signals solidarity and helps them identify
with community norms. For example, middle-class Blacks judged SAE speakers as speaking
appropriately for a presentation at the White corporate meeting and less appropriately for a
conversation at a Black family BBQ. But the AAE speakers were judged in just the opposite
way—appropriate for a Black family BBQ and less appropriate for a corporate presentation
(Rahman, 2008). Similarly, Ogbu (1999) found, in a study of one Black community, that
members are expected to speak to each other in AAE in everyday life and that parents are
annoyed when children speak SAE at home. SAE use was reserved for speaking to “outsiders.”
Spanish-Accented English
In the early 2000s, US Census data showed that Latinx had surpassed Blacks as the
largest ethnic minority group in the United States, and Latinxs in the United States speak many
varieties of English, including SAE, SPE, and Chicano English (CHE) (Fought, 2010). SPE is a
foreign accent spoken by non-native speakers of English whose first language is Spanish. CHE is
a variety heavily influenced by Spanish but whose speakers, who are typically Latinx, are native
English speakers who do not speak Spanish (Fought, 2010).
In the state of Idaho as a whole, 13% of Idahoans claim Latinx heritage, but the
percentage is much higher in South Central Idaho where this study took place; in Cassia County,
29.1% of the population are Latinx (America Counts Staff, 2021). A CHE child speaker was not
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available to be recorded as stimuli for this study, but a SPE speaker was. SPE is a more
distinctive variety, when compared to SAE, than CHE, and in discussions with members of the
school district used in this study, they expressed their opinion that SPE was more common in the
region than CHE. As with AAE, SPE and CHE have received considerable attention as far as
adult language attitudes are concerned.
Status. In an older but oft-cited study, Mexican American speakers with different degrees
of accentedness (the percentage of target pronunciations being accented) were evaluated by
White and Latinx raters. For both groups of raters, as the degree of accentedness went up, the
perceived status of the speaker went down (Brennan & Brennan, 1981). More recent research of
accent strength had similar results—when undergraduate participants perceived a SPE speaker
having a stronger accent than expected, status ratings of the speaker went down. Additionally,
when the SPE speaker had a less strong accent than expected, the speaker was not given a higher
status rating than if the expectations of accent strength were met—speakers were punished for
having a stronger-than-expected accent but were not rewarded for having a weaker-thanexpected accent (Dragojevic et al., 2019). Several studies have shown that both CHE and SPE
speakers are seen as less favorable job candidates than those who speak a more standard variety
(Aguilar, 2018; Cocchiara et al., 2016; Segrest Purkiss et al., 2006). Both SPE and AAE speakers
have been shown to face housing discrimination, particularly in affluent areas (Baugh, 2007).
Solidarity. The solidarity perceptions for SPE and CHE are a little more ambiguous. In
an older study, both White and Mexican American raters gave nine different speakers similar
solidarity ratings even though the speakers all had varying degrees of CHE features (Brennan &
Brennan, 1981). In another study with adults, it was found that visual cues about perceived
ethnicity were more important in judging solidarity than language variety (in this study, the
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relevant varieties were SAE, CHE, and SPE) (Gutiérrez & Amengual, 2016). SAE speakers in
California, who were expected to have a high rate of contact with SPE speakers, rated SPE as
only marginally higher than Turkish-accented English speakers on both scales of status and
solidarity (Meisenholder, 2020). This suggests that exposure to a variety that is not one’s own
does not necessarily lead to a feeling of more social closeness to the speakers of that variety. As
with AAE, some SPE speakers reported that they enjoyed speaking with their peers in
“Spanglish” or “hood” language (Martinez, 2017). Many view SPE and CHE as an integral part
of Latinx culture and identity in the United States (Fought, 2010). In contrast, in another study,
both Latinx and White adolescents in California rated SAE speakers higher than Hispanicaccented speakers in all judgement dimensions, including solidarity, though the effect was
reduced for the Latinx raters (Dailey et al., 2005), suggesting that perhaps adolescents in the
United States relate more closely with SAE regardless of their racial background.
The question remains how soon these attitudes emerge—do children raised in the United
States prefer SAE from the very beginning of their language learning or does a preference for the
standard increase as a child develops? And, what do the attitudes of today’s children look like?
Housing and job discrimination are generally outside of the immediate attention of children, but
are children able to make similar hierarchal social distinctions between different ways of talking
in more child-centered situations? Answering that is one of the aims of the current study.
In reviewing the attitudes that adults have concerning ethnic variation, the little we do know
about children’s attitudes toward ethnic variation isn’t too surprising. What some find surprising,
though, is the early age at which children are able to distinguish different varieties and attach
social significance to them.
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Factors that May Affect Attitudes
Many factors influence both the ability to discriminate between language varieties and
the language attitudes children and adults have. Below five of these factors are explored: age,
race, language learning, exposure, and native bias.
Age
Research evaluating how well both children and adults can distinguish regional varieties
of their native language is replete and shows that children get increasingly better with age at
recognizing different regional varieties of their language (Dossey et al., 2020; Giles et al., 1983;
Girard et al., 2008; Johnson & White, 2020; Z. Jones et al., 2017; Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013b;
Myers-Burg & Behrend, 2021). In one study, researchers had children and adults divide
speakers of different regional varieties into groups. The youngest children (4- to 5-year-olds)
created the fewest numbers of groups and were the least accurate. The 6- to 7-year-olds were
only slightly more accurate than the youngest, but they created groups similarly to what the older
children did (Z. Jones et al., 2017). Similarly, in a study involving participants from ages 4 to 71,
researchers found that sociolinguistic skills develop from childhood all the way into early
adulthood and that the variety that was most familiar to the subjects was rated as being the
easiest to understand, the easiest to reliably identify, and was rated the most positively (Dossey
et al., 2020). In looking at attitudes toward Northern and Southern varieties in the United States,
Kinzler and DeJesus (2013b) found that 5- to 6-year-olds in the South didn’t have a preference
between a Northern- and Southern-accented speaker as a potential friend. The 5- to 6-year-olds
in the North did have a preference for Northern speakers as potential friends but didn’t have
anything to say about the stereotypical differences between the two; they knew who they liked
better but couldn’t say why. But the 9- to 10-year-olds in both regions labeled the speakers
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according to the typical adult-held stereotypes—the Northern speakers as smarter and the
Southern speakers as nicer. In Rosenthal’s (1974) study, the 4-year-old cohort responded
differently than the 3- and 5-year-olds. The data suggests that 4-years-old may be a transitional
stage for children’s attitudes. In Bristol, 7- to 10-year-olds were asked to rate a Received
Pronunciation (RP) speaker and a Welsh-accented English speaker (Giles et al., 1983). The
participants were from working class and lower middle class families and spoke with distinctive
local accents. The 7-year-olds downgraded the RP speaker, but by 10 years old, the participants
had reversed their opinions and were on par with adults’ perceptions of prestige speech—the 7year-olds thought the Welsh-accented English speaker was more successful than the RP speaker,
the 9-year-olds indicated no difference between the two, and the 10-year-olds perceived the RP
speaker as being more successful. These findings suggest that learning to discriminate regional
varieties is an ongoing process as children grow and that as children develop, they become
increasingly sensitive to the social implications of language differences.
This complex relationship between familiar, socially dominant language and a spoken-athome native language was also found in Hawaii, and age was found to be a significant variable
(Day, 1980). Kindergartners who live in Hawaiian creole speaking neighborhoods preferred
Hawaiian Creole to SAE, but by the time they reached first grade, their preference switched to
SAE. Age is certainly a factor in child language attitudes, and the current study looks at children
in grades kindergarten through third grade. The question is whether children’s language attitudes
are a closer match to the adult attitudes as they age.
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Race
Often, though certainly not always, language variation coincides with race. So what
happens when race and accent are compared against each other? Which one do people use as the
defining measure of whether someone is like them or not?
As previously noted, ethnicity was more saliant than language variety for EnglishSpanish heritage language bilinguals, though both were significant factors (Gutiérrez &
Amengual, 2016). But other studies have found language and language variety to be more
important than race in identifying in-group members. In a friendship preference task, 5-year-old
children preferred children of their same race when the faces they were presented with were
silent. But if choosing between a same-race child with a foreign accent or an other-race child
with a native accent, the children chose the native-accented option (Kinzler et al., 2009). Beißert
et al. (2020) found that for German adolescents, German language abilities were more important
to them than ethnicity. In this study, the adolescents were presented with the situation of
planning an activity and deciding if other adolescents from these three groups could come: native
Germans, Syrian refugees with good German skills, and Syrian refugees with poor German
skills. The adolescents were just as likely to invite the native German as the Syrian refugee with
good German skills.
As with the adolescents studied in Beißert et al. (2020) and the children studied in
Kinzler et al. (2009), adults also seem to pay more attention to accent than race, though both play
a role when it comes to categorizing. In one study, native Italian speakers looked at pictures of
White or Black male faces and then heard either an audio sample of a native Italian speaking
Italian or a nonnative Italian speaking Italian with an African accent. Participants had to decide if
the person was “Italian” or “foreign.” Using mouse-tracking software, their reaction times were
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measured. Accent was a much stronger effect for categorizing someone as an ingroup member
than race, though both were significant factors. When presented with mixed cues (e.g. a Black
face with a native accent or a White face with an African accent), reaction times lengthened and
accent had a stronger effect in deciding whether the stimuli was “one of us.” In the survey,
participants judged language to be more “central, diagnostic, and important” than ethnic
appearance in their concept of Italian group identity (Paladino & Mazzurega, 2020, p. 32).
Similar research was done in Germany using German and Turkish looking people that either
spoke German with a standard German accent or a Turkish accent. The German-looking targets
who spoke with a Turkish accent were given lower status ratings than those who spoke standard.
But the Turkish-looking targets were given higher status ratings when they spoke with a standard
German accents than when they spoke with a Turkish accent (Hansen et al., 2017).
In the current study, race, at least in a visual sense, is masked in order to focus solely on
the language variety. This masking of race is perhaps somewhat of an unnatural situation. In
most interactions between people, a person’s race is discernable. On the other hand, much of
children’s media exposure includes cartoons where race is not visually apparent, yet a variety of
ethnic accents are used (Lippi-Green, 2011).
Ultimately though, this study is focused more on the race of the participants rather than
the race of the stimuli. Most of the previous child language attitudes studies in the United States,
with the exception of Rosenthal (1974) and Lewis (2015), have not looked at the race of the
participants as a factor or have used mostly White participants (e.g., Kinzler et al., 2009; Kinzler
& DeJesus, 2013b; Wagner et al., 2014). In the current study, the attitude differences of White,
Latinx, and biracial children are evaluated.
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Language Learners
Not much is known about child English Language Learners 1 (ELLs) as far as their
attitudes toward English language variation goes. But much work has been done surrounding
adult ELLs and their attitudes about the variety of English used to instruct them (e.g. Kang,
2010) and their attitudes towards their L1 and L2 (e.g., Arda & Doyran, 2017; Bhaskar &
Soundiraraj, 2013; Cooper & Fishman, 1977). Some work has been done in evaluating learners’
attitudes toward different varieties of English, many of them with the aim of predicting a
learners’ achievement in learning English (e.g. Ahn & Kang, 2017; Timmis, 2007). Not
surprisingly, one study found that when asked to identify the country of origin for speakers of
SAE, Received Pronunciation, Spanish-accented, and Chinese-accented English, the native
speakers of English were much better at correctly identifying the country of origin than the ELLs
(these ELLs were from a variety of countries, with the majority being from Asia). The ELLs
were also much worse at determining whether the samples were native or nonnative speakers.
When asked which variety they preferred, half of the ELLs choose SAE, while SPE was never
chosen as the most preferred, even among ELLs from Spanish-speaking countries (Scales et al.,
2006). This study was relatively small and the learners’ performance was not linked to
background factors (see also, Clopper & Bradlow, 2009). Most of these types of studies have
been done with university students, and very few, if any, have been done with child language
learners. The current study does not seek to measure how well children ELLs can classify an
accent, but it does seek to measure their attitudes toward different accents.

Federal and state governments and school districts may all have different definitions for who qualifies as an
English Language Learner. In the current study, the term is used for all those who were classified by their parents as
not being native speakers of English. Using this definition, children who are now English dominant, but learned
English only when they started school, are still classified as ELLs.
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Exposure
Exposure to variation is also a factor in discriminating variation and in the language
attitudes people have. As far as regional variation goes, exposure is a significant but somewhat
understudied factor (Bent et al., 2016; Clopper & Bradlow, 2009; Clopper & Pisoni, 2004;
Girard et al., 2008). “Army brats” who moved around a lot as children are better than
“homebodies” at regionally placing different varieties of English (the participants in this study
were tested as undergraduates) (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004). Additionally, and not surprisingly,
army brats were better at correctly placing a regional dialect in a forced-choice task when they
had lived in that region themselves. These findings suggest that “exposure to variability matters
and that prior experience with linguistic variation shapes speech perception” (2004, p. 9). As
mentioned in a previous section, exposure may not influence some perceptions of a particular
variety but exposure certainly helps in distinguishing different varieties. Additionally, children as
young as 4 years old infer that people who speak with similar accents live in the same place but
do not use similar accents to infer that the people preferred similar things (Weatherhead et al.,
2016).
Exposure to variation is also a factor in distinguishing between home and foreign accents.
All children seem to be sensitive to the difference between home and foreign accents and can
distinguish between them better than between regional variation. Monolingual French speaking
5- and 6-year-olds were not readily able to distinguish between and Southern- and Northernaccented French, but were very competent at distinguishing between their native accent and
strong foreign accent (Girard et al., 2008). Bilingual children are particularly good at
distinguishing accents. In a study of 5- to 7-year-old monolinguals and bilinguals, children were
tested to see if they could understand and categorize a home accent, an unfamiliar regional
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accent, and a foreign accent (each participant was presented with two of the three accents). All of
the children understood all the samples that were presented to them, but the monolinguals could
only categorize the difference between the two accents when presented with the home and
foreign accents. The bilingual children could categorize the accents in all conditions (Evans &
Tomé Lourido, 2018).
In the current study, it is assumed, based on the demographics of the region, that all
participants have had significant exposure to SPE. Certainly, there is a large amount of variation
in how much exposure, but all have had some. In contrast, AAE is not a common variety in the
region. For this population, any exposure to AAE is most likely through media exposure, and any
in-person exposure AAE is assumed to be either very limited or nonexistent. This situation
provides an interesting opportunity to study attitudes when dealing with both a familiar ethnic
variety and a nonfamiliar ethnic variety.
Native Bias
Some work has been done on how children perceive foreign accents (DeJesus et al.,
2017; Imuta & Spence, 2020; Kinzler et al., 2009; Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013a; Souza et al.,
2013). This research is important to understand since one of the varieties used in this study is a
foreign-accented variety (SPE). Kinzler et al. (2009) found that monolingual English speaking 5year-old children choose native speakers of their own language as potential friends over foreignaccented speakers or foreign language speakers. Though children prefer native speakers to
foreign speakers in neutral situations, American children disliked “mean” native speakers more
than “nice” foreign speakers—5- and 6-year-olds were able to separate a speaker’s nationality
and personality. They easily classified all native speakers as American, and then judged speakers
personalities based on behavior rather than accent (Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013a).
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Like monolingual speakers, bilingual children prefer natively accented language. They
prefer a native accent even when the non-native accent is accented with a language they speak.
In one study, 5- to 7-year-old English-French and English-Korean bilinguals preferred SAE to
French-accented English or Korean-accented English, respectively. But they didn’t have a
preference between English and French or English and Korean (DeJesus et al., 2017) In the
current study, SPE, a foreign accent, is compared to AAE, a native, yet also stigmatized, accent.
On a similar note, children have definite preference when entirely different languages are
compared. Not surprisingly, children prefer speakers of their native language over foreign
language speakers. This is true for monolingual children in the United States (Kinzler et al.,
2009) and children from more multilingual backgrounds (Kinzler et al., 2012; Souza et al.,
2013). Additionally, monolingual children prefer monolingual speakers over bilingual speakers
(Byers‐Heinlein et al., 2017). Attitudes are more complex, though, when children from
multilingual backgrounds are presented with their native language and a nonnative, yet familiar,
language, particularly when the nonnative language is spoken by the high-status members of
society. When Xhosa children in South Africa were asked for their preference between Xhosa
people speaking Xhosa and Xhosa people speaking English, children who attended school in
English preferred the English speakers, even though the test was administered by a Xhosa
speaking experimenter in a Xhosa home setting (Kinzler et al., 2012). But in Montréal, Canada,
French-English bilingual children did not have a strong preference between monolingual and
bilingual speakers (Byers‐Heinlein et al., 2017).
In the current study, the majority of participants are White native speakers of English.
Others are Latinx native speakers of English, while still others are Latinx ELLs. Additionally,
unlike previous studies, this study distinguishes biracial children as a separate group from White
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and Latinx children. This diversity of backgrounds leads to potentially very diverse language
attitudes, and the current study seeks better understand how different factors influence language
attitudes.
Measuring Status and Solidarity Perceptions
Measuring children’s (and adults’) attitudes and perceptions relies on good measuring
techniques. Some techniques that are appropriate for adults don’t work for children. For
example, Likert scales are commonly used in measuring language attitudes of adults, both in
measuring status and solidarity perceptions (e.g., Dailey et al., 2005; Meisenholder, 2020), but
children under the age of eight can struggle with understanding Likert scale questionnaires
(Francis, 1978; Mellor & Moore, 2014). The population in the current study included children as
young as 5 years and 4 months, making a Likert scale questionnaire unsuitable. A bipolar scale is
also well-documented measuring device for status and solidarity perceptions (e.g., Lewis, 2015;
Nesdale & Rooney, 1996; Ryan et al., 1975), but again, the device is not well-suited to children,
especially young children who are just beginning to learn how to read. In some studies of status,
children are asked to draw pictures of the stimuli they hear, and then the difference between the
pictures are used as status measures (e.g., Giles et al., 1983; Howard et al., 2018). In this case,
picture drawing was deemed impractical for the number of participants and the time participants
were available for testing.
A ladder task was determined to be a good fit for this study for measuring status
perceptions of children. Ladder tasks have also been used with adults to measure accent and
language perceptions (Bent et al., 2016; Bradlow et al., 2007). Mandalaywala et al. (2020) used
such a ladder task, modified to be appropriate for children, to measure how children use race and
gender to ascribe social status. With this task, children are presented with a board that has a
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series of ascending pegs connected with a rope. One benefit of this research paradigm is that it
includes multiple dimensions of status—both wealth and social power are included. Children are
instructed that higher status kids (those who get to decide what games to play at recess, have new
toys and new clothes, etc.) should be placed on the pegs at the top of the peg board while the
lower status kids (those who never get to decide what’s played at recess, hardly ever have new
toys or clothes, etc.) should be placed on the pegs at the bottom of the peg board. After being
instructed on how the pegboard works, the children receive cards with different picture stimuli
on them. These cards have holes at the top so that they can be placed on the peg board according
to where the participant thinks they should go (2020, p. 7). In the original study, children
performed this ladder task in two difference experiments—one evaluated gender (boy and girl)
and the other race (Black and White), but linguistic variation was not evaluated in any way.
Overall, children placed the boy higher on the pegboard showing that children use gender to
evaluate the social power and status of others. Race did not make a difference, at least in this
specific task, but on an individual basis, there was a weak relationship between results of the
ladder task and pro-White bias (which was measured in a separate social preference task). The
research presented here expands the reach of this research beyond race to include ethnic
linguistic variation and aims to evaluate how children perceive status based on ethnic linguistic
differences.
Solidarity perceptions can be measured in a child friendly way using a research paradigm
created by Kinzler et al. (2009). With this methodology, the participant is presented with two
faces on a computer screen and is told, “Here are two kids. Let’s hear what they sound like.”
Audio samples are played for each face. The participant is then asked with whom they want to be
friends (2009, p. 625). In the original study, they found that 5-year-olds chose native-accented
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children over foreign-language or foreign-accented children as friends. They also found that
when the faces were silent, the children chose same-race faces as potential friends. This
friendship preference task has been used to study language and accent preferences in a variety of
situations (Byers‐Heinlein et al., 2017; Kinzler et al., 2012; Souza et al., 2013). The current
research expands the findings of this paradigm to include children’s friend preferences as far as
ethnic language variation is concerned.
In sum, there are some studies of children’s perceptions of ethnic variation, but these
findings need to be revisited for today and need to be replicated in more diverse environments.
The attitudes adults have toward ethnic varieties are more well studied, but the question remains
of how soon children arrive at perceptions that mirror those of adults. Age is a significant factor
in children’s ability to discriminate regional variation and is also a significant factor in how
children perceive variation. Race is an important factor for people as they determine in-group
and out-group members, but linguistic similarities and differences seem to be even more saliant
than racial ones. The language attitudes of child ELLs are understudied, but there is some
evidence that adult ELLs prefer natively accented English. Do the children who are just
beginning to learn English differ in their perceptions when compared to their monolingual peers?
Exposure to a variety is helpful in discriminating but may not be as influential in the attitudes
people hold. By using AAE and SPE in Southcentral Idaho, we can examine how exposure, or
lack thereof, influences perceptions. Distinguishing home and foreign accents is an easier task
than distinguishing regional variation, and bilinguals are particularly good at it. Monolinguals
and bilinguals both prefer native accents over foreign accents. In multilingual situations, children
are sensitive to the social intricacies involved when dealing with a familiar socially dominant
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language and a spoken-at-home native language. Does the same hold true for ethnic varieties of
the same language?
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CHAPTER THREE: Methods
Participants
The participants were students in the Cassia County School District located in South
Central Idaho. The approximate ethnic makeup of the district is as follows: 64% White, 28%
Hispanic/Latino, 7% two or more races, and 1% other ethnic minorities (District Profile /
District Information, n.d.). Approximately 20% of the students at John V Evans Elementary
speak Spanish at home. Race data was self-reported by the parents in the parent survey. In my
sample, 61% of participants were White, 22% were Hispanic or Latino (hereafter referred to as
“Latinx”), and 14% were White and Hispanic or Latino (hereafter referred to as “biracial”).
There are very few, if any, students attending the school that are Black. All teachers and staff at
the school are White, Latinx, or biracial and none are AAE speakers.
Permission forms were sent home with all Kindergarten through 3rd grade students at
John V Evans Elementary, one of the eight elementary schools in the district. John V Evans was
selected because it is the host school for the Newcomers program in the school district. The
Newcomers program serves students who do not speak English and have had less than a year of
English language instruction.
In all, 77 students participated in the study, 37 males and 40 females. In some cases,
participants understood and completed one task and not the other, therefore the sample size for
each of the tasks was slightly less than 77. I tested 13 kindergartners, 28 first graders, 19 second
graders, and 17 third graders. Only four of the kindergartners were in the Newcomers class.
Students in the Newcomers class were given the option to receive the instructions for the tasks in
English or Spanish, whichever they preferred. Additionally, 13 ELLs not in the Newcomers class
participated.
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The testing took place during school hours. Students whose parents had given consent for
them to participate were invited to participate during their “prep hour” classes (library,
computers, music, and P.E.). Those who declined to participate went back to class. Students were
tested individually in a small conference room located in the office area of the school.
Parent Survey
When filling out the necessary permission forms for their children to participate in the
study, parents were asked to fill out a short survey to collect demographic, linguistic, and media
consumption information about their children (see Appendix A and B). The survey was available
in both English and Spanish, whichever language the parent preferred.
Stimuli
Participants performed two different tasks using cards with pictures of ducks on them
(see Figure 1). Each card has a picture of a duck standing in front of a different shape. Each of
the three duck cards were matched with one of the following varieties of English: SAE, AAE,
and SPE. Because the participants for this research were children, the audio stimuli used was of
child speakers. Using child speakers was intended to make the task both more applicable and less
intimidating to the participants. Finding a child speaker who could speak in multiple varieties
was deemed impractical and in some ways undesirable—using matched-guise stimuli comes
with its own set of limitations (Fought, 2006, pp. 189–191).
Figure 1: Duck Cards Used in Tasks
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Rather than have a set of female speaker stimuli for the female participants and a set of
male speaker stimuli for the male participants, I use a set of male speakers for all of the
participants. This way, variation between stimuli sets was not an issue. Additionally, the sex of
each participant was collected in case the responses of male and female participants was
different. All analyses after the fact revealed that male and female children did not differ
significantly in their responses. The audio stimuli were collected from three different child
speakers. All were male and native speakers of the varieties listed above. Each of the speakers
read a prepared script—a short first-person account of his life as a duck. For example, the AAE
speaker script was “Hello, my name is Waddles. I love living in the duck pond. I love to splash
in the water and swim with the other ducks. I have yellow feathers and orange feet.” The SPE
and SAE speakers used the same script but used the names Beaky and Quacky. The samples
were recorded using Audacity. The AAE speaker was a black, 9-year-old male living in Indiana.
The SPE speaker was a 7-year-old male, born in Mexico and living in Utah. He had been
attending an English-speaking school for 1 ½ years. The SAE speaker was a white, 8-year-old
male living in Utah. All samples were edited in Audacity and were compressed and sound
equalized to a similar level.
Before the study, the audio stimuli were presented to 12 adult English speakers who were
asked to guess the race/ethnicity of the speakers of the speech samples. In free responses, they
correctly identified the race/ethnicity of the samples 77% of the time. In a forced-choice situation
(with the options of White, Black or African American, and Hispanic or Latino), adults correctly
identified the samples 94% of the time. Not surprisingly, adults struggled the most with
identifying the SPE speaker in the free response condition. In fact, only 58% of the participants
identified the race or ethnicity of the SPE sample correctly. Most were able to identify the
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sample as non-native (i.e., they gave responses such as “Asian,” “from India”), but couldn’t tell
exactly where the speaker was from. This is not an uncommon finding for native speakers trying
to identify nonnative speakers; for example, American undergraduates listening to native English
speakers and Korean-accented English speakers guessed that the Korean-accented English
speakers were Japanese, Chinese and even Latino or Indian (Lindemann, 2005).
A group of 14 children, ages 4 to 10, all of them White, listened to the samples and were
asked comprehension questions about the samples. Based on their answers, it was concluded that
all samples were generally comprehensible for children. Additionally, for each voice sample, the
participant was presented with three pictures of boys’ faces—one Black, one White, and one
Latino—and asked “Which boy matches this voice?” Every time a new voice was presented, the
participant was shown a new set of boys’ faces (see Appendix C for the pictures used for this
task). The results of this task are summarized in the table below.
Table 1: Results for Matching Race and Language Variety
Race Selected
White
Latino
Black

SAE
7
4
3

SPE
3
5
6

AAE
3
2
9

Totals
13
11
18

For both the SPE and AAE samples, about 80 percent of the time children picked either Latino or
Black rather than White. When two participants matched SPE with Black, they each explained to
me that the boy in the picture they picked was from Mexico. Fifty percent of the time,
participants matched SAE with White. But, in this region of the country, there are a fair number
of Latinxs who are SAE speakers, particularly those who are second or third generation
immigrants to the United States. Taking that into account, Latino and White are probably both
“correct” matches for SAE, at least in this region of the United States. All this suggests that with
these particular voice samples, children were able to make at least some judgments about the
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race of the speakers and were able to successfully match speakers to the correct race an
acceptable amount of the time.
Task One—Status
In the first task, the participants used the pegboard shown in Figure 2, which is similar to
the one used in Mandalaywala et al. (2020). The participants were trained on how to use the
board. The experimenter used the following script while pointing to relevant pegs on the board.
This script is very similar to the one in Mandalaywala et al (2020) but uses ducks instead of kids:
“The ducks at the top of the board always have new clothes and toys. They get to choose what
the ducks play at recess and what they have for snack time. The ducks on the bottom of the board
hardly ever have new clothes or toys. They don’t get to choose what the ducks play at recess and
never get to choose what they have for snack time. But you know what? Ducks don’t have to go
Figure 2: Pegboard Used in Task 1
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just at the top or the bottom. They can go at any of these places in the middle too. And more than
one duck can fit one peg” (Mandalaywala et al., 2020, p. 7).
The participant was then given practice questions to check for understanding of the task.
In the first question, the participant was given a duck card (see Figure 3) and told, “This duck
always has new clothes and toys and gets to choose what the ducks play at recess. He always
gets to choose the snacks. Where would you put him on the board?” If the participant put the
duck on any other peg than the top one, he or she was told, “Good try, but remember, the ducks
that always have new clothes and toys and that get to choose what the ducks play at recess and
Figure 3: Duck Cards Used in Practice Questions

High-Status Duck

Low-Status

Duck Representing
Participant

what snacks they get to eat are at the top of the board. Where would you put him on the board?”
If the participant put the duck on the correct peg, the experimenter acknowledged that he
or she placed it correctly and did a similar practice question for a “low-status” duck. The
participant was then given another duck card and told, “Let’s pretend you are this duck. Where
would you go on the board?”
After the practice questions, the practice cards were cleared from the peg board. The
three duck cards with greyed-out shapes (see Figure 1) were then laid out on the desk (the order
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of the cards was randomized). The experimenter then said, “Before you put these cards on the
board, we’re going to listen to what their voices sound like.” The audio for each of the varieties
was then played (the presentation order of the varieties was randomized). After the audio clips
were played, the participant was instructed to place the leftmost card on the pegboard and had
the option to listen to the audio clip for that duck again. After the card was placed, the
experimenter asked, “Why did you place him there?” If the participant didn’t have an answer for
why, he or she was not pressed for one. This same procedure was repeated twice more with the
remaining duck cards.
Task Two—Solidarity
The second task was modeled after the methodology of Kinzler et al. (2009) and asked
the participants about their friend preferences. The cards from the first task were laid out on a
desk in the same order that they were presented initially. The participant listened to the audio
stimuli again. The experimenter then asked the following questions:
1. “Which of the ducks sounds the most like you?” After a duck had been chosen “Why did
you pick that duck?”
2. “Which of the ducks do you want to be friends with?” After a duck had been chosen
“Why did you pick that duck?”
The order in which these questions were asked was switched every other participant.
Analyses
For both question one and two, a multinomial generalized linear analysis was used to
analyze the responses. If the participants’ responses were a tie (i.e., they put more than one duck
on a peg, chose more than one duck as the duck that sounded like them, or chose more than one
duck that they wanted to be friends with), all tied choices were counted as separate choices and
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the student’s ID number was listed as a random variable, similar to the analysis method used in
Mandalaywala et al. (2020). Factors were applied to the model using post hoc likelihood ratio
tests.
Additionally, the qualitative reasons participants gave for their responses for task 1 were
coded for both reason type and whether the reason was positive, negative, or neutral. The
positive, negative, and neutral nature of the responses were statistically analyzed with a chisquare goodness of fit and pairwise chi-square goodness of fit. The reasons given by the
participants in task 2 were also analyzed qualitatively.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Results
Question 1: Do elementary-school-aged children perceive the status of AAE, SPE, and SAE
in a consistent, hierarchical way?
Seventy-six participants successfully completed the first task. One kindergartener was
excluded from the data because she did not respond to the practice questions correctly, even after
correction. The results were analyzed by comparing the number of times each variety was chosen
as the highest ranking duck, middle ranking duck, or lowest ranking duck. As mentioned above,
if there was a tie—more than one duck on a single peg—each of the ducks on the peg was
counted as separate choice, with the student’s ID number listed as a random variable. As an
example, a participant put SAE and AAE together on the top peg with SPE on the bottom peg.
For this response, both SAE and AAE were counted as the highest ranking duck with SPE being
counted as the lowest ranking duck. The raw counts for this analysis and the statistical analysis
of the first pick are shown in the tables below.
Table 2: Raw Counts for Task 1
SAE
SPE
AAE

1st
38
22
35

2nd
22
22
20

3rd
17
33
22

Table 3: Highest Ranking Duck Results for Task 1
Response Contrasts
SPE-AAE
SAE-AAE
SAE-SPE

SE
0.272
0.234
0.268

exp(B)
0.629
1.086
0.579

z
-1.707
0.351
-2.04
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p
.088
.726
.041

SAE and SPE are significantly different, and SAE was chosen as the first choice more often than
SPE. However, there is not a significant difference between SAE and AAE, nor between AAE
and SPE.
On the other end, we have the lowest ranking duck results, which are the opposite of what
was seen in the highest ranking duck results. SAE was ranked last 21 times, AAE 27 times, and
SPE 38 times.
Table 4: Lowest Ranking Duck Results for Task 1
Response Contrasts
SPE-AAE
SAE-AAE
SAE-SPE

SE
0.275
0.323
0.299

exp(B)
0.667
0.773
0.515

z
-1.47
-0.798
-2.22

p
.141
.425
.026

SPE was chosen as the lowest ranking duck more often than SAE. All other comparisons
between varieties are not statistically significant. Additionally, there is no significant difference
between the varieties for the middle ranking duck. These results do suggest that there is some
hierarchy going on. SAE is more likely than SPE to be first, and SPE is more likely than SAE to
be last. There is a distinct bias against SPE.
Question 2: What factors (grade, race, and language background) influence their choices?
When factors were applied to the model some were found to be statistically significant. The
significance of the factors applied to each ranking are shown in the table below.
Table 5: Factors for Task 1
First
Second
Third
df
X2
p
X2
p
X2
p
ELL/NS 2
8.61
.013 19.19 < .001
1.85
.396
Grade
6
8.02
.236 7.75
.257
5.98
.425
Race
4
2.29
.683 6.40
.171
6.79
.148
Note: ELL=English language learners, NS=native speakers
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When it came to ranking SPE first, native speakers were more likely that ELLs to choose SPE as
the highest ranking duck (see Table 6 for a comparison between native speakers and ELLs). And
ELLs were more likely than native speakers to pick SPE as the middle ranking duck, and native
speakers were more likely than ELLs to pick AAE as the middle ranking duck. But both groups
picked SAE as the middle ranking duck at about the same rate. Differences between native
speakers and ELLs in the lowest ranking duck were not significant.
Table 6: Counts for Task 1 for Native Speakers and ELLs

SAE 1st
SPE 1st
AAE 1st
SAE 2nd
SPE 2nd
AAE 2nd
SAE 3rd
SPE 3rd
AAE 3rd

English
Native
% of NS Language % of ELL
Speakers responses Learners responses
28
41.8%
8
42.1%
18
26.9%
2
10.5%
21
31.3%
9
47.4%
15
33.3%
4
26.7%
12
26.7%
10
66.7%
18
40.0%
1
6.7%
11
22.0%
5
29.4%
24
48.0%
5
29.4%
15
30.0%
7
41.2%

Perhaps ELLs, who are in most cases trying to learn a new culture along with a new language,
are more tuned into the social implications of language than native speakers, and therefore are
less likely to rate SPE as having high status.
Qualitative Analysis of Reasons Given for Responses to Task 1
Each time participants placed a duck on the pegboard or picked a duck that sounded like
them or picked the duck that they wanted to be friends with, they were asked to explain their
choice. Often, participants didn’t give any sort of reason—they remained silent, shrugged their
shoulders, said, “I don’t know,” or requested to not answer the question. But some participants
did have something to say, sometimes about just one of the varieties and other times about all of
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the varieties. Their responses give a window into the thought processes of the participants and
show how there were clear patterns in the attitudes that were explicitly expressed—sometimes
even in contradiction to responses made on the task.
During the first task, the pegboard task, participants were asked “Why did you put him
there?” after they placed each card. The reasons participants gave fell into eight different
categories, shown below with examples of each.
Table 7: Categories of Reasons Given
Category Name
Status

Description
Described the duck’s social
status

Comparison

Comparison to other ducks

Physical
Characteristics

Anything that had to do with
the duck’s looks
(Note: All of the ducks were
exactly the same except for the
grayed-out shape behind each.)
Personality traits or
preferences of the duck

Non-physical
Characteristics
Name
Voice
Shape
Personal Preference

The duck’s name
Anything about the duck’s
voice
The greyed-out shape behind
the duck
The preference of the
participants
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Example from the data
“I think he gets to choose stuff.”
“He cannot pick the recess game,
but he can pick the snack.”
“He’s different than the others.”
“He sounds the same as the other
one.”
“Because he’s yellow.”

“Because he’s nice.”
“Sometimes he doesn’t like
playing.”
“Since his name is Quacky.”
“His voice was okay.” “He
sounds a little bit louder.”
“He has my least favorite
shape.”
“He’s my best friend.” “I like
him there.”

Sometimes a participant gave multiple reasons for a choice. These responses were coded for all
applicable categories. For example, “He looks like a duck that would kind of be listened to but
not very much” was coded as both physical characteristics and status. And “He sounds happy,
and he gotted to choose the games” was coded as voice, non-physical characteristic, and status.
Of the 196 reasons participants gave for their choices, about 67 percent of them were
voice, comparison, or status, showing that, generally speaking, the participants’ responses
aligned with the task at hand—they were focused on what the voices sounded like, the status of
the ducks, and how the ducks compared to each other. Additionally, another 17 percent of the
responses were about the non-physical characteristics of the ducks—participants were making
personality judgments based on voices they heard. For each variety, the proportion of reasons
given in each category was roughly the same for each language variety, as shown in the table
below.
Table 8: Counts of Reasons Given for Task 1 Choices

Status
Comparison
Physical Characteristics
Non-physical Characteristics
Name
Voice
Shape
Personal Preference
Total

Counts of
SAE Reasons
16
5
6
14
3
21
1
5
71

Count of AAE
Reasons
16
4
3
11
2
25
1
3
65
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Count of SPE
Reasons
16
7
5
8
1
21
1
1
60

Another analysis was performed looking at the positive or negative nature of the
responses given (Note that the responses discussed here are different from the reasons discussed
above. A response could contain multiple reasons). All responses were coded as positive (e.g.,
“he sounds good”), negative (e.g., “his voice sounds cracky”), or neutral (e.g., “sounds like a
regular duck”). Responses that used “sometimes,” “okay,” or said something about being in the
middle were coded as neutral. Responses of “because” or “I don’t know” were not included. The
counts of responses for each variety are shown in the table below.
Table 9: Counts of Positive and Negative Responses on Task 1

Positive
Negative
Neutral
Total

Responses % of SAE Responses % of AAE Responses
to SAE
Responses to AAE Responses
to SPE
24
51.1
13
26.5
10
6
12.8
20
40.8
14
17
36.2
16
32.7
23
47
49
47

% of SPE
Responses
21.3
29.8
48.9

As can be seen in Table 9, over half of the responses to the SAE sample were positive
comments. In contrast, the proportion of positive responses was much smaller for the AAE and
SPE samples. Additionally, a chi-square goodness of fit was applied to the data and was
significant (X2(4) = 15.6, p = .004). Further pairwise chi-square goodness of fit analyses
revealed that the SAE received more positive (all X2 < 6.94, all p’s < .03) and fewer negative (all
X2’s < 7.4, all p’s < .02) than SPE and AAE. There was no significant difference in the number
of neutral statements (X2 = 1.26, p = .532). The six negative response to SAE were as follows:
“he’s by the last,” “he needs clothes,” “he’s like, he’s not like happy, but he’s being…I can’t
really explain,” “has my least favorite shape,” “he looks like a duck that would kind of be
listened to but not very much,” and “if the duck was at the top, it would sound different.”
Participants gave negative responses to the AAE and SPE samples that were similar to the
negative responses to the SAE sample, but there were also much more extreme negative
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responses. For example, some responses to AAE included, “nunca tiene dinero” [he never has
money], “he talks the weirdest,” “sounds a little sad,” “his voice isn’t very good,” and “he
sounds like he has barely any clothes and can’t pick the game at recess.” The negative responses
to the SPE sample are similar to those of the AAE sample. Here are a few examples: “he kinda
reminds me of some kind of poor kids who speak kind of rough and quiet,” “sounds like he’s the
last one of the line,” “he talks weird,” “he never gets to pick the games,” “I didn’t really like his
voice,” and “his voice sounds like [he] doesn’t feel good and he can’t do anything.” In
comparison, the SAE negative responses were not as negative.
Participants were much more likely to comment negatively about the voice quality of the
AAE speaker, saying things like, “his voice isn’t very good,” “his voice doesn’t sound good and
he wouldn’t get a lot of things,” “normally kids that can’t afford clothes and toys often can’t
afford medicine that often so it sounds like they have dry throats,” “his voice was kind of
cracky—it had a crack in it,” and “his voice sounds cracky—I feel like he sounds sick.” The SPE
sample receive similar criticism: “that’s a silly voice—he’s the last,” “he talks weird,” “I didn’t
really like the voice,” “his voice sounds like [he] doesn’t feel good and he can’t do anything,”
“he kinda reminds me of some kind of poor kids who speak kind of rough and quiet,” “he also
has a cracky voice” and the rather cryptic “I don’t like his voice, but he sounds good.” While the
SAE sample did receive some less-than-positive responses about the quality of the voice, such as
“his voice is okay,” and “if the duck was at the top, it would sound different,” again, they were
much less negative compared to the AAE and SPE responses.
Participants were also more likely to label the AAE speaker as sad or lonely and the SAE
as happy and fun. Concerning the AAE speaker, participants said, “sounds a little sad,” “he’s not
happy the same,” “it sounds like he’s sad,” “he sounds happy, but he sounds like he’s trying to
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be happy, but he’s actually a little disappointed.” In contrast the only “sad” comment SAE
speaker got was “he’s not like happy, but he’s being…I can’t really explain.” Four times the
SAE speaker was definitively labeled as being happy or fun, while the AAE speaker was never
labeled as such. The SPE speaker was somewhere in the middle—he was labelled as happy or
fun twice and as sad or lonely once.
As mentioned earlier, the reasons children gave for their choices on the tasks sometime
clearly explained their choices, while other times the reasons given were in contradiction to their
choices or were just irrelevant. Reasons were coded for whether or not they matched the
participants’ choices. For example, a participant put the SAE speaker on the top peg, giving the
reason, “He has new clothes and he has new toys. He has new games. He has so much things.”
This would be coded as a matching choice and reason. An example of a non-matching choice
and reason is when a participant put the SAE duck on the third peg below the other two ducks,
giving the reason, “He gets to choose the snacks, the games.” Reasons such as the following, “I
like splashing my feet in the water,” were coded as irrelevant. The results of this analysis are
summarized in the table below.
Table 10: Matched and Non-matched Reasons and Responses for Task 1
Grade Matched % of total
Non% of total Irrelevant % of total
Totalb
for grade matched for grade
for grade
K
9
60.0
4
26.7
2
13.3
15
1
38
67.9
11
19.6
7
12.5
56
2
39
79.6
4
8.2
6
12.2
49
3a
22
91.7
2
8.3
0
0.0
24
a
Six of the 17 third-grade participants were not asked to give reasons for their responses on task
one. The total number of reasons given by third graders is lower than what it would have been
had all third graders been asked to give reasons.
b

This total does not include non-responses, responses of “because,” or responses of “I don’t

know.”
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While there is no difference between the grades in their responses to task one (i.e., how
they rated the different varieties), there is a difference in the type of reasons children from
different grades give for their responses. Not surprisingly, children get better at making their task
responses and reasons congruent as they get older.
Questions 3 and 4: Do elementary-school-aged children perceive the solidarity of AAE,
SPE, and SAE in a consistent, hierarchical way? What factors (grade, race, language
background, and exposure to AAE English) influenced their choices?
In task two, participants were asked two questions to measure solidarity. “Which duck
sounds like you?” and “Which duck do you want to be friends with?” Similar to the ranking
analysis for task one, any time a participant picked more than one duck for these questions, their
choices were treated as separate entries and their ID number was used as a random variable.
“Which duck sounds like you?”
In answer to the first question, SAE was chosen 38 times, AAE 19 times, and SPE 20
times (five participants did not answer this question or responded that they didn’t know). SAE
was significantly more likely to be chosen than SPE and AAE. But SPE and AAE were not
statistically different from each other (see table below).
Table 11: Overall Results for “Which duck sounds like you?”
Response Contrasts
SPE-AAE
SAE-AAE
SAE-SPE

SE
0.320
0.281
0.276

exp(B)
0.950
0.500
1.900

z
-0.160
-2.47
2.323

p
.873
.014
.020

These results can be explained by the demographic makeup of the sample—61% of participants
are White and another 14% are biracial. But even when race or English language learning are
applied to the model, the factors are not significant (see table below).
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Table 12: Factor Results for “Which duck sounds like you?”
Factor
ELL/NS
Grade
Race

X2
1.34
6.40
4.33

df
2
6
4

p
.511
.380
.363

Race not being a significant factor is somewhat unexpected, but it could be that many of the
Latinx and biracial students are second or third generation immigrants. Additionally, there is no
difference between ELLs and native speakers for this question. One consideration is that almost
half of the ELLs have been learning English for over 4 years and are potentially English
dominant by this time in their language learning (see, e.g., Hoff et al., 2021, by the time they
were 5 years old, U.S.-born Spanish-English bilinguals, raised in Spanish-dominant homes, were
English dominant).
These factors, however, do not explain the substantial percentage of participants from the
White and Latinx groups choosing AAE as the variety that most resembles their speech. Looking
at the reasons participants gave for their choices sheds some light.
Why did you pick that duck for sounding like you? Participants who were White and
had no other race or ethnicity reported totaled 47. When asked which duck sounded the most like
them, a little less than half, 23, picked the SAE-speaking duck. The SPE duck and the AAE duck
were both chosen 10 times. Two participants picked both SAE & AAE, and two participants
didn’t pick a duck. When asked about their choice, the White participants who picked the SAE
duck generally gave reasons about how the SAE sounded the most like them. Only two
participants talked about comparisons among the voices when answering this question: “[SAE] is
a more clear voice. [SPE] is not really a perfect voice” and “[SPE] almost sounds like me. [AAE]
didn’t sound like me. [SAE] sounded like me the most.”
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When White participants picked a duck other than the SAE one, many of them again gave
the typical response of the duck sounding like them, but others had some more telling responses.
One girl said she was “kind of whispery” and that’s why she picked the SPE duck. Other chose
the AAE duck “because I normally have a dry throat, and this one sounds like me,” “sometimes I
have a cracky voice when I’m sick” and “because I sound like that when I’m tired.” Of the
participants whose parents identified them as Latinx or as biracial, only seven of them responded
to the “Why did you pick that duck?” question in this part of the task. Their responses weren’t
particularly revealing and so are not analyzed here. But there was one third-grade male who,
when asked “Which duck sounds the most like you?,” gave a self-conscious laugh and pointed to
the SPE duck and said, “Yeah, probably that one.” His reaction suggested that he was at least
somewhat embarrassed about the way he talked.
“Which duck do you want to be friends with?”
For the second question on task two, SAE was chosen 39 times, AAE 23 times, and SPE
27 times (again, if a participant picked more than one duck, each choice was counted separately).
Two participants did not respond or answered “I don’t know.” SAE was chosen significantly
more often than AAE, but no other contrasts were significant (see table below) and no factors
(race, ELL vs NS, or grade) were significant.
Table 13: Overall Results for “Which duck do you want to be friends with?”
Response Contrasts
SPE-AAE
SAE-AAE
SAE-SPE

SE
0.284
0.263
0.250

exp(B)
1.17
0.590
0.692
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z
0.565
-2.01
-1.47

p
.572
.045
.142

Why did you pick that duck to be friends with? Since participants were responding
about the duck they had chosen to be their friend, their reasons for their choice were generally
very positive, though at times, participants would explain why they didn’t pick a certain duck.
The attributes that participants assigned to their chosen duck are summarized in Table 14 below.
The attributes with no number by them were only mentioned once.
Table 14: Attributes Ascribed to Ducks in Response to “Why did you choose that duck to
be friends with?”
SAE
Cute
He’s my friend
Friendly
Fun
Happy
Nice
Perfect
Sounds like a girl
I like his voice
I like him
He’s like me
Louder
He needs friends

2
2
6

AAE
Cute
Fun
Most wonderful
Spoiled
Nice
I don’t like his voice
I like his voice

3
2

2
3
2

SPE
Calm
Cute
He’s my friend
Friendly
Fun
Good
Nice
Sounds like me
Sounds like my friend
I like his voice
Loves to play
Poor

2
4
2

The SAE duck definitely received a much wider variety of positive attributes, but much of that
has to do with the SAE duck being chosen the most often as a potential friend (about 42% of the
time).
One of the more unique responses was from a participant who had decided in task one
that the AAE duck was “spoiled.” In task two, he picked the AAE duck as the duck he would
want to be friends with saying “I would want to be friends with the spoiled duck so I could
pamper him down and help him share with the poor duck.” In this instance, the “poor duck”
referred to the SPE duck. Another girl, who had ranked SPE as the lowest on the status task,
picked SPE as the duck she wanted to be friends with, explaining, “He’s always in the back of
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the line and he sounds friendly.” Here again we have the situation where there is a “mismatch” of
status and solidarity—perceived status is low while solidarity is high. There’s a sense here too
that this participant wanted to be nice to the duck that she rated as having the lowest status.
Another participant responded in a similar way. During the “Which duck sounds like you?”
question, he had set the SPE duck apart from the other two ducks as a nonviable option. But
when I asked which duck he wanted to be friends with he picked all of them, and said as he
moved the SPE duck back with the others, “I don’t want this duck to feel left out.” Another
participant also referred back to the status task. He had ranked the ducks with SAE as the
highest, then SPE, then AAE. And in response to the friendship preference task, he picked all of
them and explained “Because the circle one [AAE] doesn't have clothes, but I can give him my
clothes. You can play with him [SPE] and he can pick the game to play. He [SAE] can pick the
game and snack.”
Another girl thought that the SPE duck sounded like one of her actual friends: “Nicki!
She was my friend. We like to play tag, hide-and-seek, rock-paper-scissors and that is all.” This
response was interesting since all the voices were male, but it suggests this participant was able
to separate the features of a speaker’s gender and language variety, and she recognized that her
friend Vicki spoke SPE. When I was walking a different participant back to class, she asked me
which duck the participant before her had chosen for the “Which duck sounds the most like
you?” question, explaining, “I really think she would choose the square duck [SPE], because that
one sounded just like her.”
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CHAPTER FIVE: Discussion and Conclusions
Discussion
As a review, on task one, the measure of status, SAE was chosen more often than SPE as
the highest-ranking duck. All other contrasts were not significantly different. When factors were
applied to the results, the difference between ELLs and native speakers was significant, while
grade level and race were not statistically significant factors. The reasons participants gave for
their choices showed that participants were more likely to give SAE more positive comments and
less negative comments than SPE and AAE. On task two, the solidarity measure, SAE was
chosen as the variety that sounded the most like the participant more than both SPE and AAE. In
the friendship preference task, SAE was chosen more often than AAE. None of the participant
demographic factors were significant for either solidarity measure. While many of the contrasts
and factors were not statistically significant, several interesting patterns did emerge and are
discussed below. The factors mentioned in the review of literature—race, age or grade level,
language learners, exposure, and native bias—are also revisited with the results of the current
study in mind.
Race
Race was examined in two ways—first some listeners were asked to judge which race
they thought each voice was. This supplemental task given to a few children demonstrated that
at least some of children were able to match race with an ethnic variety of English.
Race was also examined as an independent factor in the main analyses to determine
whether biracial, Latinx, or White children differed in how they ranked the three voices in terms
of solidarity and status. The race of the participant was not a significant factor for any of the
tasks. That there was no difference between Latinx, biracial and White participants in the status
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tasks supports Brennan and Brennan’s (1981) findings—the race of the raters didn’t matter; both
Latinx and White raters gave higher status ratings to those with “less-accented” or SAE English.
These results suggest that regardless of race, listeners ranked SAE speakers higher in terms of
status. This finding is well-documented in adult language attitude research (Brennan & Brennan,
1981; Martinez, 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2004), but is not as well-studied in children, particularly
biracial children.
Contrary to some previous research, there was no evidence of a stronger social
connection for Latinx and biracial participants with the SPE speaker in the friendship preference
task. This is slightly different than Dailey et al.’s finding (2005)—White and Latinx participants
both rated SAE more favorably than SPE, but the rating difference was smaller for the Latinx
group. Additionally, the researchers found that the self-reported linguistic landscape of the
participant was significant for the Latinx participants—if participants perceived that there was
more Spanish available (via road signs, media, etc.) where they lived, the less favorably they
rated the SAE speaker. Perceived linguistic landscape was not studied here, but figuring out how
to explore those perceptions with children is an area of future research. As further discussed
below, it could be that few of these Latinx and biracial children are actually SPE speakers. It
could be that the only SPE speakers these participants know are adults—parents, grandparents,
or parents’ friend—that are too old to be considered peers or friends.
Additionally, race was not a significant factor for which variety participants picked for
sounding like them. One explanation, at least for the Latinx and biracial groups, is that many of
the people in this region from Latin backgrounds are second or third generation immigrants. I did
not collect any information on how long the Latinx children and their families had been living in
the United States. Additionally, during the testing, I made no sort of judgments about what
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variety participants spoke. It could be that the majority of the Latinx and biracial groups are, in
fact, SAE speakers. Another consideration is that the testing was done in a school environment,
where the predominant variety is SAE and Spanish is not spoken. School is perhaps seen as a
place where everyone “sounds the same” and speaks the same language. Perhaps if this study
was done in a home environment the results would be different for Latinxs who hear and speak
Spanish at home.
Overall, participants were more likely to pick the SAE speaker over the AAE speaker as a
friend, but there was not a difference between SAE and SPE or AAE and SPE. There is some
sense of the AAE speaker being a member of an out-group. But there is not a perceived status
difference between AAE and SAE or AAE and SPE, while there is a perceived status difference
between SPE and SAE. In the reasons participants gave for the status ranking, there are many
more negative reasons given about both AAE and SPE than are given for SAE. It’s interesting
that even though the participants didn’t give AAE a significantly different status ranking from
SPE or SAE, AAE received the most negative comments (see Table 9) in the free response
section of the task.
Grade Level
Another finding was that grade level was not a significant factor for any of tasks. As was
previously seen in the research reviewed, age is a significant factor in children’s ability to
discriminate regional variation (Z. Jones et al., 2017; Myers-Burg & Behrend, 2021) and is also a
significant factor in how children perceive variation (Dossey et al., 2020; Kinzler & DeJesus,
2013b). Based on this literature, I expected that the current study would show participants
answering more and more like the typical adult-held stereotypes (rating SAE as higher in status
than both SPE and AAE and picking friends that most resemble themselves) as they got older.
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But there was not a significant difference between the grades, and the children overall didn’t
answer in a way that completely matches adult-held stereotypes and perceptions. For example, in
the status task, participants did rank SAE higher than SPE (matching adult perceptions), but
rankings for SAE and AAE were not statistically different. Had adults completed a similar task,
we would expect a difference between SAE and AAE. Then, in the second task, SAE was more
likely than AAE to be picked as a friend, but the likelihood of the choosing SAE didn’t increase
with age. Perhaps the developmental changes in language attitudes happen in ages later than 3rd
grade or perhaps the grade levels used in the current study missed transitional stages at both
ends.
In Rosenthal’s study (1974), we saw that the results of the 4-year-old cohort perhaps
showed a transitional stage in children’s attitudes. It could be that in using kindergarteners, who
are 5 and 6 years old, as the youngest group, the transitional stage was missed and that by the
time children are in kindergarten they already have developed the sociolinguistic awareness to
make social judgments about ethnic varieties of English and that knowledge doesn’t change
much in the next few years of development. We also see differences in prior research for older
age groups. Giles et al. (1983) found that in Bristol, 7-year-olds downgraded RP speakers and
saw Welsh-accented English speakers as more successful, while the 9-year-olds rated the two
varieties the same, and the 10-year-olds thought the RP speaker was more successful. Similarly,
5- and 6-year-olds in the United States weren’t able to give a reason for why they preferred a
Southern or Northern accents, but 9- and 10-year-olds gave reasons that match adult stereotypes
(Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013b). The oldest participants in the current study were 9-years-olds.
Perhaps if fourth graders, who are usually 9 and 10 years old, had been tested, we would have
seen a distinct difference between the third and fourth graders.
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It could also be that the language attitudes of the currently studied children will never be
like the language attitudes of today’s American adults. Perhaps children are more accepting of
variation now than children have been in the past, and perhaps they will continue to be that way
into adulthood. Media portrayals of speakers of underrepresented varieties have increased in
children’s movies and programming in recent years, and many of these portrayals are much more
positive than those of the past.
Though there wasn’t a difference between grades in their responses to the task, there did
seem to be a difference between the grades in the reasons they gave for their responses. In the
status task, participants were asked why they placed each of the ducks where they did. As shown
in Table 11, children get better at giving reasons that are congruent with their task responses as
they get older.
Language Learners
Language attitudes of child ELLs are understudied. There is some evidence that ELLs in
the United States prefer SAE (Scales et al., 2006), and there is evidence of that in the current
results—both in the solidarity and status results. Overall, participants preferred the SAE speaker
over the AAE speaker as a potential friend, and ELLs were no different from native speakers in
their friend preferences. But there wasn’t a significant difference between SAE and SPE in terms
of friendship—contrary to Scales et al. (2006), which found that SPE was the least preferred
accent by ELLs. In Scales et al. (2006), the participants were from a variety of countries—the
majority of them from Asian countries. In the current sample, all ELLs spoke Spanish as their
native language. This language background helps explain their ready acceptance of SPE speakers
as potential friends.
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What is interesting though is that there is no difference between ELLs and native
speakers for the question “Which duck sounds the most like you?” Overall, participants were
significantly more likely to pick SAE when SAE was compared to AAE or SPE, but there was no
difference between picking SPE and AAE. But with the contrasting language backgrounds of the
native speakers and the ELLs, we would expect there to be some difference in what variety they
thought sounded like them. One consideration is that almost half of the ELLs have been learning
English for over 4 years—for some of these children, they have been learning and speaking
English for more than half their lives. This lack of a significant different between ELLs and
native speakers could be seen as a success of the English as a Second Language program in the
school. ELLs are identifying their way of speaking with the standard, or if not that, they are
identifying their way of speaking in a way that is similar to how native speakers identify
themselves. The ELLs results could also be less about identity and more about attunement to the
SAE-dominant school environment.
ELLs seem to be identifying as standard speakers and are accepting of SPE speakers as
friends, but their perceptions of status are distinctly different from those of native speakers (see
Tables 5 and 6). While native speakers and ELLs picked SAE as the highest-ranking variety at
almost the same rate, there was a large difference in the rate at which SPE was chosen as the
highest-ranking variety. Looking again at Table 6, native speakers picked SPE and AAE as the
highest-ranking variety at a very similar rate. But ELLs are much different—they rated AAE as
the highest 47.4% of the time and SPE as the highest only 10.5% of the time. ELLs were more
likely than native speakers to choose SPE as the second pick for status, while native speakers
were more likely than ELLs to pick AAE as the second choice. There is also a difference, though
not a statistically significant one, in ranking SPE as the lowest—native speakers did that more
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often the ELLs. SPE is certainly a familiar variety to the native speakers and this particular group
of ELLs, and at least some of them are SPE speakers. ELLs see SPE speakers as not having the
highest status ranking, but not the lowest either. For ELLs, SPE is in the middle. In contrast, the
“in-the-middle” variety for native speakers seems to be AAE.
This pattern is probably related somewhat to exposure, or more specifically, the lack of
AAE exposure this population has. Perhaps something like the following is happening
cognitively. The native speakers have “filled” the lowest spot with the SPE speaker (“He sounds
like the kids around here who have just moved here and don’t speak English very well. He
doesn’t sound like me and the teachers at school. I sometimes can’t understand kids like that.”).
When the native speaker hears a more unfamiliar variety, in this case AAE, the lowest spot is
already full, so it goes in the middle. (“He doesn’t sound like me, but he doesn’t sound like the
kids I know who just moved here and don’t speak English very well. He must go in the middle.”)
For ELLs, they are very aware that SPE, the way they currently talk or have talked in the past, is
not what the majority of people are speaking at school, they rank SPE lower than SAE (“I talk or
used to talk like this speaker [SPE], but my teachers here talk like this one [SAE] and all the kids
here talk like him too, so that must be the way people here should talk.”). When ELLs are
presented with the unfamiliar AAE variety, they rank it below SPE (“I don’t know anybody who
talks like this. He doesn’t sound like how most people talk around here, and he doesn’t sound
like me. He must go last.”). If these thought patterns are what is actually happening here, the
results are concerning with the native speakers expressing a quite negative view of ethnic variety
they have had the most exposure to—SPE.
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Exposure
Prior research shows that exposure is important in discriminating varieties but more
exposure might not change attitudes (Meisenholder, 2020). As mentioned previously, the
children in this study had very low, if any, in-person exposure to AAE and much exposure to
both SAE and SPE. When indicating which duck sounded the most like them, there was not a
significant difference between choosing AAE and SPE. But this may be because most of the
participants are probably SAE speakers.
In task one, participants didn’t rate AAE significantly lower than SAE in terms of status.
These finding may be evidence of a positive shift in media use of AAE. The children in this
study have only been exposed to AAE through the media and have very little if any in-person
exposure. While AAE and other ethnic varieties are consistently underrepresented in children’s
(and adults’) media (Dragojevic et al., 2016; Lippi-Green, 2011), these underrepresented
varieties are still there in media on occasion, and the frequency of their use is increasing (e.g.,
Encanto and Coco are both recent movies that feature characters speaking underrepresented
varieties of English). It may be that modern uses of AAE in children’s media are more positive
and less derogatory than they were in the past and that the results here are a reflection of that.
The difference between the status and solidarity results when comparing SAE and AAE
is notable—when choosing who they would want to be friends with, participants picked SAE
more often than AAE to a significant degree. When it comes to picking friends, the children in
this region are more willing to be friends with those who speak in familiar ways and are more
hesitant with an unfamiliar way of speaking. They do not feel solidarity, or social closeness, to
AAE. Yet, they don’t see AAE as being significantly lower in SAE in term of status. In other
words, “this person might have an average amount of resources available to them, but they aren’t
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like me.” If similar results were found in areas where children did have in-person exposure to
AAE, there would be cause for concern as far as linguistic discrimination goes, but here, taking
into account the demographics of the area, these results are probably a good thing. Being able to
discern whether someone is or isn’t a member of your group is a social skill that, at least in long
ago human history and probably to some extent today, was important to survival (Kinzler et al.,
2007). As with any sort of discrimination, be it racism, sexism, etc., the problem arises when
people use the ability to discern differences to treat others in a less than respectful way.
In comparing SPE and SAE, SAE was much more likely to be ranked first on the status
measure and much less likely to be ranked last than SPE. But when it came to choosing friends,
SAE and SPE were not chosen at a significantly different rate. These results are encouraging.
First, they show that children are socially aware. In the current sample, none of the ELLs are in
the top third of children when it comes to household income, and about half of the bottom third
of participants are ELLs. SPE speakers, in this area of the United States, often do not have as
much economic power as SAE speakers. But even with this economic gap, the participants were
just as likely to pick the SAE speaker as they were to pick the SPE speaker as a friend. Social
and economic stratification will always exist, and clearly children are tuned into that, but, at least
at this age, they look beyond those differences and are willing to be friends with those they are
familiar with regardless of status differences. This finding is in contrast to Meisenholder (2020)
that found adults in Southern California did not rank Turkish-accented English speakers and SPE
speakers significantly differently than each other in terms of solidarity, even though the
participants had more exposure to SPE. These results are also somewhat different to the findings
in Dailey et al. (2005), which was discussed in the Race section of this discussion chapter.
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Native Bias
Previous research has shown that children prefer natively accented language to foreign
accents (DeJesus et al., 2017; Imuta & Spence, 2020; Kinzler et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2013).
This preference was evident in the current study, at least in terms of status. SAE was more likely
than SPE to be placed the highest on the status task, and SPE was more likely than SAE to be
ranked the lowest, showing a distinct bias against foreign-accented speech. But there was not a
difference between AAE and SPE in status ratings nor was there a difference between SAE and
AAE. AAE is a native accent in the United States, and we see that it wasn’t ranked worse than
SAE, but it also wasn’t ranked any better than SPE. Again, it could be that the children in this
study don’t have enough exposure to AAE to know what to do with the variety. Or it may be that
they do in fact perceived AAE as “somewhere in the middle”—not as prestigious as SAE but
more prestigious than foreign-sounding SPE.
Interestingly, a native bias was not evident in the friendship preference task. SAE was
more likely to be picked than AAE, but all other contrasts were not significant. This contradicts
Kinzler et al (2009), DeJesus et al. (2017), and Souza et al. (2013), which were all friendship
preference tasks studies very similar to task two of the current study. The difference may lie in
the number of choices the participants had. In all of the cited studies, the participants picked a
friend from two choices, while the current study had three choices. To better compare the current
results to these studies, it might have been better to perform the friendship preference task as a
set of three questions, comparing only two varieties in each question (i.e., have the participant
pick between SAE and SPE, then between SPE and AAE, and then between AAE and SAE).
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Limitations
While this study provided an interesting look into one specific area of the country, the
results of this study cannot be generalized for the whole nation or even an entire region without
further testing in other areas.
Another limitation, and perhaps the largest limitation, is the audio stimuli used. It could
be argued that there were differences in the audio stimuli used that went beyond the variety
spoken. At least some of these differences are inherent to working with non-matched guise
stimuli. But the stimuli in this study could possibly have been better matched in terms of pitch,
tone, socioeconomic status of the speaker, etc. For example, the AAE speaker’s voice was much
“breathier” than the other two samples. In many ways the current research is preliminary. More
research is needed using a wider sampling of voices—using several samples of a specific variety
within an experiment would make results more generalizable and would better control for
individual speakers’ idiosyncrasies.
Additionally, this study used only male child voices. Using only male voices generally
didn’t seem to be a problem for girls in terms of completing the tasks, (though when one female
participant was asked “Which duck sounds the most like you when you talk?”, she selected the
SAE duck because it “sounds like a girl”). When gender as a factor was applied to any of the
model used in analysis, it was never significant, suggesting that using male voices was not
generally a problem for girls. But using female child voices as opposed to male might yield
different results.
The script used is also another limitation in this study. Because all the speakers used the
same script, the differences in the varieties are purely phonological. But in reality, when AAE,
SAE, and SPE are compared, there are syntactic, lexical, and pragmatic differences.
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Additionally, the scripts for the stimuli were read, which influences the way people speak. As an
anecdotal example, when I was recording an adult AAE speaker, I asked him to speak like he
was talking to his brothers. When he did so, he spoke in very distinctive AAE, but as soon as he
started reading a script, his speech sounded much closer to SAE.
One item of note in the statistical analysis is that method used did not take into account
the distance between each accent in task one. For example, a response that put SAE on peg 1,
SPE on peg 2, and AAE on peg 3 would be viewed the same as a response with SAE on peg 1,
SPE on peg 3, and AAE on peg 6. And SAE on peg 1, SPE on peg 2, and AAE on peg 6 would
also be the same. But clearly there is a difference in all of these responses. Even though the
rankings in these example responses are the same, there’s an issue of degrees—how much of a
perceived difference is there between varieties. That information is beyond the scope of the
current analysis.
Another item of consideration is the SES gap between racial groups. Over 44% of White
participants came from households that reported an income of over $90,000. None of the biracial
or Latinx participants reported a household income of over $90,000. Repeating this study where
children from different racial groups could be matched for SES would be helpful in isolating the
effects of race.
Future Research
The most obvious continuation of this research is to perform this study in various regions.
What would the results of this study look like in area similar to the one Lewis (2015) studied
where AAE speakers were in the majority? where Latinx and Black are both well-represented
minority groups? where Whites have very little contact with either Latinx or Blacks? To get a
clear picture of the state of American children’s linguistics perceptions, many more children in
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many more regions need to be studied. In this study, SPE was used instead of CHE. But what
would the results be if a CHE voice was used instead? How would perceptions of CHE compare
to AAE and other nonstandard varieties? Would children view CHE as a native accent and
respond like they did to AAE? Would they be more or less accepting of CHE than SPE?
The two methodologies used are very flexible—voice samples of different varieties of
English or even different languages can easily be subbed in to study attitudes and perceptions of
ethnic, regional, and national language variation. It would be interesting to do this same study
with English speakers learning Spanish in dual-language immersion classrooms and in Spanishdominant countries with an English-speaking minority. Would the English-minority students
learning Spanish respond in the same way as the ELLs in the current study? Would they be able
to distinguish or rank Spanish accents? How children perceive age, gender, tone, and pitch as it
relates to language could also easily be studied.
Additionally, the two tasks used here could be used as pre- and post-tests to measure the
effectiveness of interventions designed to reduce prejudice, adding to the current literature on the
intervention strategies (e.g., Cristol & Gimbert, 2008). For example, does having an AAE
speaker come to visit a preschool class every week increase the status and solidarity perceptions
that children have about AAE? Does regularly watching cartoons voiced in non-standard
varieties influence children’s perceptions? If there are changes in perceptions, how long lasting
are they? These are just a few of the many questions that could be explored using the
methodology presented.
Placement of Self
Another avenue to explore is how children view themselves in relation to others in terms
of status. The data collected in this study allows for some preliminary analysis of this topic, but
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much more could be done. In the practice phase of task one, after placing the low-status and
high-status ducks, participants were given another duck and told, “Now, let’s pretend you are
this duck. Where would you go on the board?” For the analysis in this section, those whose
parents did not report yearly income and those who did not place a duck representing themselves
were removed from the dataset. The household income from the 71 remaining participants could
be divided into rough thirds. The low third had 21 participants with an income range of less than
$10,000 up to $49,999. The mid third had 27 participants with a range of $50,000 to $89,999.
The high third had 23 participants with a range of $90,000 to $150,000 or more. By chance, in
the current data, nine out of the 21 participants in the low SES group were kindergartners, and
only one kindergartner was in the high SES group.
As a reminder, the pegboard had six pegs. The top peg, the highest status peg, was
labeled as one, and the bottom peg, the lowest status peg, was label as six, with four more pegs
in between. If participants had an accurate sense of their SES, at least in terms of their parents’
income, we would expect the participants in the low third to place themselves on pegs five or six,
the mid third on pegs three or four, and the high third on pegs one or two. On average, the low
third did rate themselves lower than the other groups, with an average peg placement of 2.86 (the
higher this number the lower the status). But only three, or 14%, of these participants put
themselves on pegs five or six, 33% placed themselves on pegs 3 or 4, and 52% on pegs 1 or 2.
In the mid third, the average score was 2.30, which is a slightly higher status score than the low
third. Eleven, or 41%, of the participants placed themselves on either peg 3 or 4, 4% placed
themselves on pegs 5 or 6, and 55% on pegs 1 or 2. In the high third, the average was 2.13, with
14, or 61%, of the participants placing themselves on pegs 1 and 2, 39% placed themselves on
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pegs 3 or 4, and none of them placed themselves on the bottom two pegs. While these results are
interesting, there are some issues with the way participants understood the question.
Halfway through data collection, it became clear that participants were interpreting the
prompt “Let’s pretend you are this duck. Where would you go on the board?” in different ways.
Some responded in a way that reflected their current perceived social status, while other
responded in terms of what they would like their perceived social status to be. These views were
manifest in some of the unsolicited comments participants made as they placed the duck
representing themselves. “I would want to be there,” one participant said as she placed herself on
the top peg. “Where would I want to go?” another participant asked. And so we do see the
overall trend of placing themselves at a higher status. The average peg placement of self is 2.4. If
everyone was accurate in assessing their status in relation to their peers, we’d have an average
peg placement of 3.5. On the other hand, nearly 20% of participants placed themselves on one of
the bottom three pegs. Assuming that generally people wouldn’t choose to be perceived as lower
status, at least some of the participants responded with how they perceived their current social
status, rather than what they wished their social status to be. And as seen above, on average,
participants from low-income homes were more likely to place themselves lower on the
pegboard than the participants from mid- or high-income homes. While this dataset does not
lend itself to any clear conclusions about children’s perceptions of their own social status, and
the analysis presented here is limited by equating social status with economic success alone, the
results do highlight some interesting questions that could be further studied. Are children from
higher SES groups more self-aware when it comes to social status? How does age play into
children’s self-perceptions of social status? Additionally, having children place themselves on
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the pegboard in relation to the linguistic stimuli would also be interesting. Would they place
themselves on the same peg as the variety they spoke?
Conclusion
Participants interpreting the questions “Where would you go on the board?” as “Where
would you want to go on the board?” brings up the main issue and the why behind this research.
People want to be seen as social equals, and they want the content of what they say to be more
important than the way they say it. But the way something is said does matter, sometimes much
more than the message of the words. Ultimately, the goal is to eliminate linguistic
discrimination, and understanding how and when linguistic attitudes emerge in children is one
step in the process. Awareness about linguistic discrimination is increasing (e.g. Kinzler, 2020),
but there is still much work to do. Part of this work is understanding when linguistic biases begin
to emerge in children and what sort of factors influence perceptions.
This study contributes to the literature of children’s attitudes toward ethnic varieties of
English. The results of this study show that kindergarten through third-grade children are in
many ways still developing the sociolinguistic awareness to talk about and process ethnic
varieties of English. That being said, they do have definite attitudes about language variation. In
many ways, this study is preliminary. To understand the state of modern children language
attitudes, more responses are needed from children that live in other regions of the United States
within a variety of communities. This research is one piece to better understanding language
attitudes and discrimination, but much work remains to be done.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Parent Survey—English

Parent Survey
Thank you for allowing your child to participate in this language attitude study.
The following survey contains questions about the demographic and language
background of you and your child. This information will help us better understand the
factors that influence children's language attitudes.
Your answers are confidential. Once data collection is complete, the data will be
de-identified and your child's name will be removed from the data. You may skip
any question you choose not to answer.
If you have any questions or concerns about this survey or any part of this research
study, you may contact Heather Johnson at heatherjjohnson@byu.edu or 208-6707180. You may also contact Wendy Smemoe at wendy_smemoe@byu.edu or 801-4224714. Thank you!
1. What is your child’s name?
2. What is your child’s gender?
3. What is your child’s age in years and months?
4. How would you describe your child? Please select all that apply.
o Hispanic or Latino
o White
o Black or African American
o American Indian or Alaska Native
o Asian
o Native Hawaiian Pacific Islander
o Other__________
5. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed?
o Less than a high school diploma
o High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)
o Some college, no degree
o Associate degree (e.g. AA, AS)
o Bachelor’s degree (e.g. BA, BS)
o Master’s degree (e.g. MA, MS, MEd)
o Doctorate or professional degree (e.g. MD, DDS, PhD)
6. What is the highest degree or level of school your child’s other parent has
completed?
o Less than a high school diploma
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High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)
Some college, no degree
Associate degree (e.g. AA, AS)
Bachelor’s degree (e.g. BA, BS)
Master’s degree (e.g. MA, MS, MEd)
Doctorate or professional degree (e.g. MD, DDS, PhD)

7. Information about income is very important to understand. Would you please give
your best guess? Please indicate the answer that includes your entire household
income in 2020 before taxes.
o Less than $10,000
o $10,000 to $29,999
o $30,000 to $49,999
o $50,000 to $69,999
o $70,000 to $89,999
o $90,000 to $99,999
o $100,000 to $149,999
o $150,000 or more
8. Please list the languages you speak at home.
9. How often is Spanish spoken at home?
o 10% or less of the time
o 11-25% of the time
o 26-50% of the time
o 51-75% of the time
o 76-99% of the time
o 100% of the time
o We do not speak Spanish at home.
10. If your child is not a native speaker of English, how long has your child been
learning English?
o 6 months or less
o Over 6 months, up to 1 year
o Over 1 year, up to 2 years
o Over 2 years, up to 3 years
o Over 3 years, up to 4 years
o Over 4 years
o My child is a native speaker of English
11. On average, how many hours of TV does your child watch every day?
12. What TV shows does your child watch regularly? (list 3 or 4)
13. What are 3 or 4 of your child’s favorite movies?
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Appendix B: Parent Survey—Spanish
Encuesta para padres
Gracias por permitir que su hijo participe en este estudio de actitudes hacia diferentes
formas de hablar.
La siguiente encuesta contiene preguntas sobre los antecedentes demográficos y
lingüísticos de usted y su hijo. Esta información nos ayudará a comprender mejor los
factores que influyen las actitudes lingüísticas de los niños. Sus respuestas son
confidenciales. Una vez que se complete la recopilación de datos, los datos se
anularán la identificación y el nombre de su hijo/hija y se eliminará de los datos.
Puede omitir cualquier pregunta que no desea contestar.
Si tiene alguna pregunta o inquietud sobre esta encuesta o cualquier parte de este
estudio de investigación, puede comunicarse con Heather Johnson en
heatherjjohnson@byu.edu o al 208-670-7180. También puede comunicarse con Wendy
Smemoe en wendy_smemoe@byu.edu o 801-422-4714. ¡Gracias!
1. ¿Cuál es el nombre de su hijo/hija?
2. ¿Es tu hijo hombre o mujer?
3. ¿Cuántos años tiene su hijo/hija? ¿Y cuántos meses?
4. ¿Cómo se describiría a su hijo/hija? Seleccione todas las opciones que
correspondan.
o Hispano o latino
o Blanco
o Negro o afroamericano
o Indio americano o nativo de Alaska
o Asiático
o Nativo hawaiano o isleño del Pacifico
o Otro _____________
5. ¿Cuál es el grado o nivel educativo más alto que usted ha alcanzado? Seleccione
uno.
o Secundario incompleto
o Titulo de escuela secundaria o equivalente (p. ej., GED)
o Con cierta educación universitaria, pero sin título
o Carrera técnica de dos años (p. ej., AA, AS)
o Licenciatura (p. ej., BA, BS)
o Maestría (p. ej., MA, MS, MEd)
o Doctorado o título profesional (p. ej., MD, DDS, PhD)
6. ¿Cuál es el grado o nivel educativo más alto que ha alcanzado el orto padre de su
hijo? Seleccione uno.
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Secundario incompleto
Titulo de escuela secundaria o equivalente (p. ej., GED)
Con cierta educación universitaria, pero sin título
Carrera técnica de dos años (p. ej., AA, AS)
Licenciatura (p. ej., BA, BS)
Maestría (p. ej., MA, MS, MEd)
Doctorado o título profesional (p. ej., MD, DDS, PhD)

7. Es muy importante comprender la información sobre los ingresos. ¿Podrías dar tu
mejor suposición? Indique la respuesta que incluya los ingresos totales de su hogar en
2020 antes de impuestos.
o Menos de $10,000
o $10,000 a $29,999
o $30,000 a $49,999
o $50,000 a $69,999
o $70,000 a $89,999
o $90,000 a $99,999
o $100,000 a $149,999
o $150,000 a mas
8. ¿Cuáles idiomas habla en casa?
9. ¿Con qué frecuencia se habla español en casa?
o 10% o menos del tiempo
o 11-25% del tiempo
o 26-50% del tiempo
o 51-75% del tiempo
o 76-99% del tiempo
o 100% del tiempo
o No hablamos español en casa
10. Si su hijo no es un hablante nativo de inglés, ¿cuánto tiempo ha estado
aprendiendo inglés?
o 6 meses o menos
o Más de 6 meses, hasta 1 año
o Más de 1 año, hasta 2 años
o Más de 2 años, hasta 3 años
o Más de 3 años, hasta 4 años
o Más de 4 años, hasta 5 años
o Más de 5 años
o Mi hijo o hija es hablante nativo de inglés
11. En promedio, ¿cuántas horas de televisión ve su hijo/hija todos los días?
o 0-1
o 1-2
o 2-3
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o 3-4
o más de 4
12. ¿Cuáles programas de televisión ve su hijo/hija con regularidad? (nota 3 o 4)
13. ¿Cuáles son 3 o 4 de las películas favoritas de su hijo?
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Appendix C: Pictures Used in Race-Accent Matching Task
All images purchased at shutterstock.com. For each voice sample, the participant was
given a different group of photos and asked which boy matched the voice they were hearing. The
groups were used with a different voice sample for every participant. For example, a participant
might have been asked to pick from Group A when listening to the SPE sample, Group B when
listening to the AAE sample, and Group C when listening to the SAE sample. But the next
participant was presented with Group A for the AAE sample, Group B for the SAE sample, and
Group C for the SPE sample. Etc.

Group A

Group B

Group C
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